
The Reset C  de

W E L L B E I N G  A N D  P E R F O R M A N C E  R E T R E A T 

Friday 28th October  09:30 – 16:30

For progressive organisations who understand the value of investing in their team’s 
self-development / psychological wellness.

Join us at the stunning Avalon wellbeing sanctuary  
in the North Yorkshire Countryside for a day of  
re-calibration and self-discovery. 

This day retreat unites the more conventional  
disciplines of neuroscience and psychotherapy with 
ancient practices of yoga, meditation and shamanic 
healing. Offering a transformative mix of wisdom, 
movement and reflection which has been designed to 
leave your team feeling empowered and energised.

Hosted by coaches and therapists who each have over 
20 years of experience in senior corporate roles, before 
retraining in their current specialism.  

Maybe the journey is not so much 
about becoming anything, maybe it’s 
about unbecoming everything you 
thought you were in order to become 
the person you were meant to be in 
the first place. 

Paulo Coelho



In today’s post-pandemic world it’s more important than ever to invest in the wellbeing  
of you and your team team. Organisations are navigating new ways of working whilst also  
being expected to place increasing importance on the holistic wellness and lifestyle of 
employees. We understand the pressure on senior leaders and their teams to adapt to and 
optimise their performance within this changing environment.

We understand the pressure on senior leaders to adapt 
too and progress within this changing environment, 
whilst still trying to manage the responsibilities of their 
daily roles. The increasing awareness around stress and 
burnout is an important shift which needs to be 
embodied by anyone leading themselves or others 
needs. Leaders need to be invested in themselves 
before they can extend their internal resources to 
supporting others.

The Reset Code is a unique opportunity to do just that. 
To be immersed in a new environment away from their 
daily routine,  with a team of experts delivering a 

unique program curated to maximise wellbeing with a 
blend of approaches, proven to nurture well being and 
sustain high performance .

 
What to Expect 
l Grounding meditation 
l Movement to open your body and mind 
l Conscious living and how to understand and  
 work with your mind 
l How to realign and use different parts of your brain 
l The power of your intuition 
l Space for rich discussion, reflection and connection

guidance
support
coaching
self-reflection



Lisa Upton  euphrenity.com 
Transformational Wellbeing Coach and Founder of Euphrenity 

Lisa is a highly motivated and successful individual who has over 25 years experience in the 
banking sector. Working in training and development at senior management level across 
business sectors including mortgages private banking and wealth management. 

Lisa’s passion for psychological wellbeing was born from her own personal transformational 
journey of undergoing a 10 hour awake Craniotomy. Causing her too retrain and qualify as a 
certified transformational coach, NLP practitioner and hypnotherapist. 

She has spent years working with top neuroscientists and psychologists to discover the 
most effective techniques to help maintain positive mental health. Leading her to work 
with some of the largest global organisations including Apple, HSBC, Barclays Wesleyan, 
The World Health Organisation, Mental health First Aid UK, and Mind - helping to design 
and embed Psychological Wellbeing Programs for employees. 

Meet the Team
Lisa, Louise and Adam are the ideal wellbeing experts 
to lead your team through this self-development 
journey. All with years of experience working in senior 
corporate roles, giving them direct insight and  
understanding into the environments and situations 
your team find themselves in.

They’ve worked with a range of progressive  
organisations to deliver transformative team  
experiences, and their strong dynamic as a trio gives 
them an infectious energy to bring this program to life.

Louise Harris  the-mindful-being.com 
Holistic Wellbeing Coach and Founder of The Mindful Being 

Louise began her career in the UK’s National Health Service as a mental health practitioner.

before embarking on a 20-year career at Johnson & Johnson where she worked in  
marketing, sales, medical education and market access. 

Following her journey through cancer diagnosis and recovery, Louise embarked on a 
challenge to master her mind and manage her energy. This inspired Louise to qualify as a 
certified mindfulness trainer, and she became increasingly passionate about supporting 
individuals to evolve their consciousness and reach their potential.

Louise founded The Mindful Being to offer high performance coaching and healing 
through movement, breath and personally curated programmes, for both individuals and 
organisations. Alongside this Louise is also a certified yoga and breath-work teacher, an 
energy coach, writer and a shamanic practitioner. 

Adam Laidler  mebeingadam.com 
Integrative Psychotherapist

Adam spent over 10 years building what he thought was his dream life and highly  
successful recruitment business, but when he lost it all, he realised he was being directed 
towards a different path. 

Adam went on to study psychotherapy, formalised his coaching skills and made a lifelong 
commitment to his own personal development and healing. This led him to starting his 
own practice, founded upon the very latest scientific research, which he blends with a sense 
of pragmatism and compassion.

Adam focuses on working with individuals who want to improve their lives, helping  
them overcome challenges, unlock their potential and realise that life doesn’t have  
to be a constant uphill struggle. 



You will leave this experience with a feeling 
of complete realignment, a greater sense  
of clarity and a reawakened body, mind  
and soul.

The retreat is hosted by an incredible team who are all 
experts in their respective fields. Drawing upon wisdom 
acquired over many years, this carefully curated day 
consists of a range of activities that aim to facilitate a 
positive shift in consciousness, from guided meditations 
to cold water immersion therapies and breath work. 
Self-development tools will support your continued 
wellbeing long after you have left the retreat.

Attendees can expect a gentle and lightly challenging 
format on this retreat, where space is held for deep 
self-exploration and integration.

During this transformational day of self-discovery and 
enlightenment, you will experience a range of sessions 
delivered to you by the Euphrenity team, including: 

Education: Theory based learning delivered by Lisa 
Upton - Performance Coach, Hypnotherapist, Mental 
Health Practitioner and self-proclaimed “Neuro Nerd”.

Lisa will share with you the mechanics of the human 
psyche and how we don’t have to be at the mercy of 
our thoughts - instead we can become the alchemist of 
our own minds.

Meditation/Movement: A range of meditation and 
movement practices delivered by Louise Harris –  
Holistic Wellbeing Coach, Yoga Teacher, and  
Shamanic Healer.

Louise will share tools that foster deep connection with 
our intuition, bringing you out of the mind and into 
the body. Breath work, meditation and movement will 
allow for feeling into and releasing anything that is not 
serving your highest potential - creating more space in 
your physical, energetic, and emotional body. 

Contemplation: Integrative Psychotherapist Adam 
Laidler will gently guide you and help you discover the 
essence of who you are, what is driving you and what 
might be potentially holding you back.

Adam will invite you to attune to different parts of 
yourself using compassion, curiosity and courage. His 
guided sessions facilitate deep self-exploration, insight 
and soul connection.

The Reset Code is perfect for anyone who wants to 
experience the mind-body-soul connection and better 
understand how to maintain positive mental health 
and wellbeing. 

Whilst this day is offered as a standalone retreat, if  
you have experience of mental health challenges or 
wellbeing concerns, you will also gain a glimpse into 
what to expect on the extended Reset Code experience 
in October.

After registering for the retreat, you will receive a 
questionnaire inviting you to share your intentions and 
objectives for the day. This is so the group experience 
can be tailored to be truly transformational.



The Reset Code: 

Your investment in this transformational experience 
also supports us being able to offer a small number of  
a pro bono places to service users of mental  
health charities. As a team, we strongly believe that 
wellbeing should not be a privilege afforded to only 
people with money.

We also offer bespoke events and retreats, tailor  
made to suit the needs of your organisation. Please 
get in touch to find out more and understand how  
we can collaborate to enhance your team’s wellbeing 
and performance. 

Contacts Booking & Pricing 
Investment: £255 
Date: Friday 28th October 2022 
Time: 10-6pm 
Eden   Broughton Hall Estate    
Skipton   Yorkshire   BD23 3AE 
www.euphrenity.com/retreats

Lisa Upton  
lisa@euphrenity.com 
Tel 07887552633 
www.euphrenity.com

Transformational fully immersive day retreat designed to reset your 
body mind and soul Friday 28th October 2022


